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The contents of this bibliography do not provide medical advice and should not be so interpreted. Before beginning any exercise program, see your physician for clearance.
NOTE: This bibliography contains citations for a selection of articles, books, and videos geared toward beginners.

**Anderson, Sandra, and Rolf Sovik.** *Yoga: Mastering the Basics.* Honesdale, Pa.: The Himalayan Institute Press, 2000. (Excellent.)


**Austin, Miriam.** *Yoga for Wimps.* Sterling, 2000.


From a review by Phil Catalfo in the Sep/Oct 2004 issue of *Yoga Journal*, p. 162: Provides “easily doable modifications (employing props or walls) that will allow experienced beginners to enhance their yoga practice with a minimum risk.”


“Traveling to the birthplace of yoga can be a rewarding experience—if you think ahead about what you’re really looking for.”


From a review by J.C. in *Bodhi Tree Book Review*, Winter 2001 - Spring 2002: “Here is an excellent introduction to Buddhism. Using a question and answer format, it offers about 150 pages of virtually everything a newcomer to Buddhism would want to know: Who was Buddha? What are the core Buddhist teachings? How do we understand Buddhist customs, rituals, prayers, mantras, and symbols? What is the relationship between Buddhist teachings and science? And can we practice Buddhism in the West, while leading busy lives in a non-Buddhist culture? . . . Most importantly, while the book serves as an introduction to Buddhism in general and Tibetan Buddhism in particular, it offers good advice for anyone who wants to lead a more sane, balanced, and compassionate life.”


From the publisher: “Modifying basic yoga poses, Deason makes each posture comfortable and accessible to all students, paying close attention to one of the most important aspects of a yoga workout: proper breathing.”


Contents: Introducing Yoga (includes ten pages on the history of Yoga); The Principal Branches of Yoga; The Teacher, the Disciple, and the Path; Happiness and the Moral Foundations of Yoga; Purification and Postures for Relaxation, Meditation, and Health**; Yogic Diet; The Breath: Secret Bridge to Vitality and Bliss; Pathways of Concentration and Meditation; Sacred Sounds of Power: Mantras; The Serpent Power: Kundalini-Shakti; Tantra Yoga; Self-Transcendence, Ecstasy, and Freedom; Yoga in the Modern World; Bibliography; Useful Resources; Index

** Various postures are briefly described and illustrated, but no instruction on how to perform them is provided.


Includes brief discussion of *jattis*, small units of body movements, like kicking, shaking, throwing, swinging that may be used to loosen up a stiff body and develop body awareness prior to taking up the practice of *ásana*.


**Hendrick, Lane.** *Yoga: A beginner’s tale.* Article available online: http://www.yoga.com/ydc/enlighten/enlighten_document.asp?ID=295&section=9&cat=0.


**Hirschi, Gertrude.** *Basic Yoga for Everybody.* York Beach, Me.: Samuel Weiser, 1998.

Eighty-four cards with illustrated handbook.


**Integral Yoga Hatha Extra-Gentle audiotape.** Buckingham, Va.: Shakticom.

From the publisher: “Designed for older adults, the physically challenged, or those who might find a regular Yoga class too difficult. This tape provides very gentle instruction in simple or modified poses. Ideal for beginners.”

**Introduction to yoga.** *Australian Yoga Life,* Jul-Nov 2004, no. 9, pp. 4-5.

“People start yoga for a huge variety of reasons, some of the more common ones are to gain flexibility, relieve stress and increase general wellbeing. As yoga is non competitive in its nature it provides a welcome relief to most of the aspects of our daily life.”

Discusses Sivananda, Satyananda, Ashtanga, Iyengar, Bikram, Bhakti, Jnana, and Karma Yoga, Yoga in daily life, and Your first class.


From the publisher: “A month by month course which builds confidence and enables even complete beginners to appreciate the benefits of yoga. Specially commissioned photographs and clear instructions guide you through the course as you gradually learn new postures and develop your daily program. Integrates the meditative side of yoga which helps build a calm, positive attitude in light of today’s stresses and strains.”
During a conversation with a friend a couple of months ago I casually mentioned I might take up yoga. I could have suggested any sport foreign to my experience, maybe abseiling or ballooning. But I said yoga! I was being flippant, bemused so to speak. Me doing yoga? What a quaint thought; in actuality, quite frightening, as there’s not a degree of suppleness in my body. All my muscles, ligaments and sinews hurt and everything else I can think of. Thanks to sport.

“I discover that progress in yoga sneaks up on you because the art is one of being kind to yourself and allowing the body to respond rather than pushing aggressively into and through asanas.”

MacGregor, Hilary E. A yoga novice searches for the best fit: Seeking physical and mental renewal, the writer gets off the sidelines and explores four styles of the popular discipline. Los Angeles Times, 24 Dec 2001.


Discusses seven excuses people give for not trying Yoga.


“Many times over the years of yoga practice, I’ve wondered at what point you stop being a beginner . . .”

From the publisher: “. . . *Yoga Explained* offers an accessible and authentic approach to the ancient art. By the end of the book, you will have the confidence to endlessly repeat and build on the foundation postures and relaxation techniques, as well as a strong, essential understanding of the overall purpose of yoga and its key doctrines.”


“We asked how we could support your teaching, and you requested sequences you could use in the studio. So here’s a primer on sequencing a class, followed by nine routines that target different types of students, areas of the body, and physical conditions.”

Sequences include: 45-minute beginners, advanced beginners, headache, menstruation, depression, groins, shoulders, forward bends, backbends.


From the publisher: Providing step-by-step guidance and warm inspiration, [this book] shows you:

- How to choose the right type of yoga for your age, for your physical condition, and for your spiritual well-being
- Powerful breathing techniques that enhance the vital connection between your body, your spiritual energy, and your health
• The yogic positions that leave you serene yet invigorated . . . energized yet free of stress

• How to successfully take the principles you have learned off the mat and into the real world


**Yoga for Beginners website.** URL: http://www.yogaforbeginners.com.

**Yoga Northwest.** She aid, He said column. Commenced in Sep/Oct 2002 issue.

A series of journal entries by raw beginners.


**Videos**

**Rollins, Kari.** *Beginning Yoga: A Physician’s Approach* video. Fort Worth: Kari Rollins. Tel.: 817-926-9642. 60 minutes.

From a review in *Yoga Journal*: “Kari Rollins is an osteopath and yoga and meditation instructor . . . This is an intelligent presentation. Rollins has a graceful, reassuring delivery and, as an osteopath, a keen understanding of the body. The yoga-based exercises are relatively mild, and would be just right for people who are recovering from an injury, are very stiff, or are looking for a gentle practice after a hard day.”


From Eric Schiffmann: “Designed for beginners and anyone who desires a gentle, well-rounded class. Includes seated opening poses, sun salutes, standing poses, lotus preparation, backbends, forward folds and twists, leading up to a deep relaxation. This video provides a safe introduction or valuable refresher in the art of moving into the stillness of yoga.”


**Walden, Patricia.** *Yoga Journal’s Yoga Beginner’s Practice Introduction with Patricia Walden* video. Boulder, Colo.: Living Arts, 2001. Tel.: 800-2-LIVING, URL: www.gaiam.com. 70 minutes. (Excellent.)
Reviewed by Richard Rosen in *Yoga Studies*, Jan-Apr 2002:

“In my capacity as video review columnist for *Yoga Journal* I’ve watched and practiced with literally dozens of introductory Yoga videos over the past decade. This new video from Patricia Walden (a member of the YREC Senior Yoga Teachers Council) is a most welcome addition.

“The practice begins with a short warm-up sequence that includes a self-awareness exercise and simple sitting and reclining stretches, followed by a series of eight basic standing postures, sitting forward bends and twists, and a long closing series of passive restorative postures.

“Walden is one of the most inspiring teachers I have ever seen. In her effortless yet precise modeling of the postures, she fully incarnates the yogic ideal of skillful action. Her instructions reflect a profound understanding not only of the physical side of the *asanas*, but their spiritual meaning and intent as well. This is one of the best available introductions to the Yoga *asanas* for beginning students, or a relatively gentle but satisfying practice for more experienced students.”


From the producer: “... opens the world of yoga to all students, regardless of age or physical ability. Mature adults, baby boomers, and beginners of all ages, can now enjoy the life enhancing experience of yoga . . .”


From the Winter 2001 *Kripalu Yoga Teachers Association Yoga Bulletin*: “Beginning yoga practitioners will feel welcomed by Vivinne’s warm presence, simple instructions and sensitivity to the needs and abilities of less flexible bodies. The video starts with warm-ups and a few basic postures and then moves into a brief relaxation; beginners who wish to go further can continue with a second set of postures and a longer relaxation at the end. The benefits of each asana are listed on the screen as Vivinne demonstrates first silently and then with directions. She offers variations on the postures where appropriate and gently introduces breathing exercises and the concept of prana . . .”

**Of Related Interest**